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１ Introduction
In this paper，we will be concerned with
two types of syntactic representations．
Phrase structure has been adopted as the
basis for sentence structure by most syn-
tactic theories．In phrase structures，indi-
vidual words combine to form constitu-
ents．However，Word Grammar（hence-
forth WG： Hudson １９８４，１９９０，２００３a，
２００７） does not acknowledge any unit
larger than a word，and employs depend-
ency structure instead．In this framework，
all relationships are wordbased．Depend-
encies and phrases are alternative ways of
representing relationships between words．
Some believe that dependency structure
and phrase structure are merely notational
variants（Gaifman １９６５； Robinson １９７０）．
There are，however，significant differences
between the two．（１）is an example of de-
pendency structure notation used in WG．
（１）Dependency structure
WG is a monostratal grammatical frame-
work，and it dispenses entirely with mul-
tiple levels of syntactic representations and
transformations that mediate among them．
Grammatical relations or functions are
shown by explicit labels， such as ‘subj
（ect）’and‘comp（lement）’．Dependency
structure is a pure representation of rela-
tions between head and dependent．The
head is shown as the tail of an arrow，
and the dependent is at the point．１ Note
that the number of nodes is in a oneto
one correspondence to the number of
words in the sentence： （１） has three
nodes and the sentence which it repre-
sents has three words．Consider the corre-
sponding phrase structure in（２）．
（２）Phrase structure
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There are seven nodes in this phrase
structure： S，two NPs，two Ns，VP and
V．Note that the dependency structure in
（１）has just three nodes．This means that
dependency structures are simpler than
phrase structures．Furthermore，Hudson
（２００７： １１８）states that‘each word that
has at least one dependent is the head of
a phrase which consists of that word plus
（the phrases of）all its dependents’，mean-
ing that phrases are implicit in the de-
pendency structure．If phrase structures
can be derived from dependency struc-
tures，phrases are redundant．It looks as
though dependency structure should be
chosen as a basis for syntactic representa-
tion rather than phrase structure．
Another difference between depend-
ency structure and phrase structure is
that the former can represent mutual de-
pendency but the latter cannot．The WG
analysis of extraction of whwords assumes
mutual dependency between the whword
and the verbal head．Let us take the de-
pendency structure of a whquestion What
happened? for example．The whpronoun
what is the subject of the verb happened，
and a verb’s subject is one of its depend-
ents．This means that what must depend
on happened．However，there is also evi-
dence that the verb depends on the wh
word．Hudson（１９９０： ３６１３８２； ２００３b；
２００４）argues that the verb is a comple-
ment of the whpronoun and thus depends
on it．Firstly，the whpronoun can occur
without the verb as in（３），but（４）shows
that the verb cannot appear without the
whpronoun． These examples are from
Hudson（２００４：３０）．
（３）Something terrible has happened，but
I don’t know what．
（４）＊I don’t know what is going to hap-
pen，but I do know happened already．
Secondly，predicates such as wonder and
sure require a whword（or whether or if）
as its complement．In（５）and（６），cited
from Hudson（２００３b： ６３３），this require-
ment is satisfied by who and what，not
come and happened． In these sentences
what is selected by the higher verb is the
whword，so the verb must depend on it
in the subordinate clause．
（５）I wonder ＊（who）came．
（６）I’m not sure ＊（what）happened．
What emerges from these pieces of evi-
dence is that what and happened depend
on each other．In the framework of WG，
the dependency structure may be either
of the two diagrams in（７）．
（７）
Thus，whinterrogatives may involve a mu-
tual dependency（Hudson １９９０：３６１３８２，
２００３b，２００７：１４２）．WG has analysed wh
relatives， thatrelatives and free relatives
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in this fashion（Hudson１９９０：３８３ff，２００３
a）．We will also see that WG treats the
relation between determiners and nouns in
terms of mutual dependency． Such an
analysis where two words are interdepend-
ent is not possible in phrase structure
frameworks．
It seems， then， that we have good
reason for adopting dependency structure
rather than phrase structure as the basis
for syntactic representation．
The goal of this paper is to compare
Hudson’s（２００４）dependencybased account
of English determiners in WG with Van
Eynde’s （２００５，２００６） phrasebased ac-
count in HeadDriven Phrase Structure
Grammar（henceforth HPSG： Pollard and
Sag１９８７，１９９４）．We will show that in an
empirically adequate analysis of English de-
terminers the role of head must be disso-
ciated from the role of selector．We will
argue that this conclusion leads to ruling
out the dependency account．
The organisation of the paper is as fol-
lows．In section ２，we consider how WG
deals with the determiners．Section３ then
look at the HPSG analysis of determiners
put forth by Van Eynde（２００５，２００６）．In
the final section，we offer some concluding
remarks．
２ Determiners in WG
In this section we will consider two kinds
of data．In ２．１ we will look at evidence
which might show that determiners de-
pend on nouns； in ２．２ we will look at
evidence for the opposite conclusion．The
examples in this section are cited from
Hudson（２００４）unless otherwise indicated．
２．１D depends on N
Hudson（２００４）argues that D depends on
N mainly based on Van Langendonck’s
（１９９４）evidence．According to Van Lan-
gendonck（１９９４： ２５０），the head of NP
adjuncts is the noun rather than the de-
terminer．He points out that the meaning
of the noun decides if the NP adjunct is
possible．The eligible nouns refer to times
（８），places（９）and manners（１０）．２
（８）I overslept each morning．
（９）Put it this side of the line．
（１０）It’s best to do it my way．
（１１）is not acceptable because the noun
does not belong to any of the above se-
mantic categories．
（１１）＊I overslept each house．
Whether or not NP adjuncts are possible
is not only decided by the meaning of the
noun concerned．It is also decided by the
noun itself．Consider（１２）．
（１２）I did it the usual way／＊manner．
（１２）shows that way can be used as an
adjunct although its synonym manner can-
not． Similarly， the noun cannot be re-
placed by a personal pronoun such as it．
（１３）I saw him this morning．
（１４）＊I saw him it．
The above facts show that whether or not
a noun can be used in an NP adjunct de-
pends on the noun involved and on its
meaning．Therefore，it is quite reasonable
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to say that the noun rather than the de-
terminer is the head of NP adjuncts．
Second， singular， countable common
nouns need determiners， but others do
not．This means that whether D is neces-
sary or not is decided by N．
Third，common nouns allow no more
than one determiner in English．This is
quite similar to verbs and prepositions
which typically allow no more than one
complement．
Finally， let us consider extraposition
from NP．The NP people who have been
waiting ten years is continuous in（１５），but
the relative clause is extraposed in（１６）．
（１５）People [who have been waiting ten
years] are still on the list．
（１６）People are still on the list [who have
been waiting ten years]．
However，extraporision is not possible if
the antecedent noun（people，in this case）
is deeply embedded（Hudson ２００４：２０）．
（１７）＊Names of people are still on the list
[who have been waiting ten years]．
This means that extraposition is only al-
lowed if the antecedent noun is a direct
dependent of the verb to which the rela-
tive clause is attached（are，in this case）．
Now，look at the following data．
（１８）Some people are still on the list [who
have been waiting ten years]．
If people depends on some in（１８），extra-
position should be prohibited in the same
way as （１７）， where extraposition is
blocked by names of．The grammaticality
of this example shows that people，rather
than some，is a direct dependent of the
verb． If the head of a phrase is， as
Hudson （２００４： １２） defines， the word
which is associated with words outside
that phrase， the head of some people
should be people，not some．
It seems，then，we can conclude that
D must depend on N．
２．２N depends on D
We have seen some evidence that D de-
pends on N．In this subsection，however，
we will look at some data that lead us to
the opposite conclusion： N depends on
D．Hudson（２００４）gives three kinds of evi-
dence．
Many European languages allow a
preposition and a definite article to fuse
into a single word form．One example is
French du，which is a fusion of a preposi-
tion de and a definite article le．
（１９）du（＝ de le）village‘from the vil-
lage’
This fusion only occurs in a PP where the
article introduces an NP which is the com-
plement of the preposition．Let us com-
pare this with the infinitival clause le voir
hier in（２０），where it is impossible to fuse
de le into du．
（２０）J’ai oubli de le voir hier．
I have forgotton of him tosee yesterday
‘I forgot to see him yesterday．’
Assuming that all the definite articles can
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be used as object pronouns in French，le
in（２０）is the direct object of the infiniti-
val verb voir，which in turn depends on
the preposition de．Here it is impossible to
fuse de le into du because the article de-
pends on the infinitive rather than the
preposition． The contrast between the
above two cases shows that the fusion of
le and de occurs only if the former is a
dependent of the latter．One example of
such fusion can be found in some dialects
of English．In these dialects， to and the
can be fused into a glottal stop．
（２１）I’m going [ ] pub．
This is the same fusion pattern as can be
seen in the other languages，and evidence
of a direct relation between the preposition
and the article．
Secondly， some determiners need N
but others do not．
（２２）I looked for spots but couldn’t find
any．
（２３）I found some old books and I read
every＊（one）．
This means that whether N is necessary
or not is decided by D．
Third，let us consider the semantics
of elided N．
（２４）We’ve run out of sugar，so we’d bet-
ter get some [＝ some sugar]．
The elided noun anaphorically refers to
the antecedent（i．e．，sugar in（２４））．Such
ellipsis， what Hudson （２００４： ２６） calls
‘anaphoric ellipsis’，typically occurs in de-
pendents．
（２５）I found this shoe by the case so I
put it in [＝ in the case]．
（２６）I turned on the television and watched
[＝ watched it] for a few minutes．
In these examples， the missing noun is
the complement of the preceding preposi-
tion（２５）and verb（２６）．However，ana-
phoric ellipsis cannot occur in heads．
（２７）＊He sat on the floor and she lay the
bed [＝ on the head]．
（２８）＊I found the second clue before Mary
the first [＝ Mary found the first]．
Examples（２５）to（２８）show that anaphoric
ellipsis is only possible in dependents．
Therefore， we can conclude that the
elided noun in（２４）（and also（２２））is a
dependent of some．It follows that N de-
pends on D．
From these three kinds of evidence，
Hudson（２００４）concludes that N must de-
pend on D．
２．３Mutual dependency
On the basis of such examples as above，
Hudson（２００４：３０）concludes that N and
D depend on each other．This means that
NPs involve a mutual dependency， just
like whinterrogatives observed earlier．
Either N or D can be the head of the NP．
The dependency structure may be either
of the two diagrams in（２９）．
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（２９）a．
b．
Hudson（２００４： ３５ff）applies this mutual
dependency analysis to the examples of
the following kind．
（３０）I bought the dozen oranges that we
needed．
It is clear that the definite determiner the
belongs to oranges．Interestingly，the must
also be the determiner of dozen because it
is a singular countable common noun and
must have some determiner．Therefore，
the dependency structure of the dozen or-
anges is something like the following．
（３１）
The mutual dependency analysis is applied
twice here： the is the determiner for both
dozen and oranges； at the same time，
both dozen and oranges depend on the as
a complement．
２．４Problems
The first problem has been pointed out by
Van Eynde（２００６： １４２）：‘It should be
decided for each particular noun phrase
whether its head is the determiner or the
noun．’Presumably this is not problematic
for the cases where it is possible to clearly
decide whether the head of the phrase is
N or D．For example，in（１２），which is
repeated here as（３２），the verb did must
have a direct relation with way， rather
than the，as its adjunct．If a head of a
phrase is the word which links to words
outside that phrase，then the noun way is
the head．
（３２）I did it the usual way／＊manner．
However，let us consider a normal noun
phrase in such sentences as I ate the apple．
There are two possible analyses for this
sentense．
（３３）a．
b．
There is nothing to decide which of these
two structures is correct．This means that
it is impossible to determine whether the
or apple is the head．
The second problem is related to ex-
amples of the following sort．
（３４）Secondly，let me suggest what these
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dozen outcasts will do； get dirty!
The singular countable nouns dozen must
have some kind of determiner，and these
is the only choice in（３４）．The depend-
ency structure of these dozen outcasts is as
follows（Hudson ２００６：３６）．
（３５）
In（３５），which is essentially the same as
（３１）for the dozen oranges，the determiner
of dozen is these． Note， however， that
there is a mismatch between the singular-
ity of dozen and the plurality of these．Ex-
amples like the following have the same
kind of problem．
（３６）these kind of dogs．
The singular countable nouns kind must
have a determiner，and in（３６）these is the
only choice．Again，there is a mismatch
between the singularity of kind and the
plurality of these．
It seems，then，that a WG analysis
of noun phrases in terms of mutual de-
pendency has some problems．
３ Determiners in HPSG
In this section， we will see the HPSG
analysis of determiners put forth by Van
Eynde（２００５，２００６）．Some important con-
cepts and notations of HPSG，particularly
those concerned with representing word
order，will also be introduced．
３．１Assumptions
Headdriven Phrase Structure Grammar
（HPSG； Pollard and Sag １９８７，１９９４）is
a monostratal and nonderivational gram-
matical framework like WG．In this frame-
work，each linguistic object belongs to cer-
tain types and those types are organised
in the form of hierarchies．These type hi-
erarchies allow properties shared between
different types to be spelled out just
once： generalisations that hold for sub-
types can be just specified for the su-
pertype．Words and phrases are repre-
sented as a complex of phonological，syn-
tactic，and semantic information in terms
of typed feature structures．The features
which are relevant for the purpose of this
paper are HEAD and MARKING． The
value of the HEAD feature contains infor-
mation shared between mother and head
daughter， information such as parts of
speech．The value of MARKING feature
is shared between mother and nonhead
daughter．Van Eynde（２００５，２００６）pro-
poses that the value of MARKING is a
subtype of marking，and the inventory of
values which he employs is the following．
（３７）
Nominals are marked if they contain a de-
terminer，and unmarked otherwise．The un-
marked value has two subtypes，bare and
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Subtypes of form 
form 
definite  indefinite  of  ... 
 
incomplete．Nominals are bare if they have
no determiner and can freely be used in
NP positions，and incomplete if they have
no determiner and are inherently incom-
plete．
Associated with the type marking is
the feature FORM （Van Eynde ２００５，
２００６）．This feature takes the values of
type form，whose inventory is as follows．
（３８）
The value indefinite is assigned to all the
unmarked nominals， the indefinite pro-
nouns and the indefinite determiners．The
value definite is assigned to the proper
nouns，the personal pronouns，the definite
articles，and the demonstrative and posses-
sive determiners．The subtype which is
mostly relevant for our purpose is of，
which we discuss later on．
Crucial for Van Eynde’s（２００５，２００６）
HPSG treatment of determiners is the no-
tion ‘functor’（Allegranza １９９８；Van
Eynde １９９８）．Functors select a head sis-
ter．This means that the role of head is
dissociated from that of selector in that a
nonhead daughter selects a head，rather
than the other way round． It also pro-
vides its MARKING value for the dominat-
ing node． The functors include such
things as determiners，prenominal modifi-
ers and certain nominals． For example，
the demonstrative pronoun this is a functor
which selects a singular countable noun as
its head， and provides its MARKING
value marked for the dominating node．
（３９）
In this and other HPSG notations in this
section， only the HEAD value and the
MARKING value are provided for each
node．Following Van Eynde（２００５），the
two values are separated by a semicolon．
The integers in the square brackets，or
‘tags’，express tokenidentity，indicating
that the same objects appear in more than
one position in the representation． The
noun morning is singular（indicated as sg）；
it is also incomplete because it needs some
kind of determiner to be wellformed．
Since it is the head daughter，its HEAD
value，indicated as ，is shared with the
dominating node． Its MARKING value，
however，is not shared with the mother．
The MARKING value of the mother node
is shared with that of the nonhead
daughter： the demonstrative pronoun this
is inherently marked， so its mother is
marked．
Having introduced some relevant fea-
tures and constraints of HPSG，we will
now see how the data discussed in section
２ are analysed in this framework．
３．２Application
The NP the dozen oranges in（３０）has the
structure given in the following．
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１;２ 
HD-DTR 
Art ; ２marked １;３  
HD-DTR 
N[sg] ; ３incomplete １N[pl] ; bare 
the dozen oranges 
 


 

 
 
  
 
（４０）
The noun oranges is plural（indicated as
pl）and bare．Since it is the head daugh-
ter， its HEAD value is shared by the
dominating node． The noun dozen is a
functor which selects a plural countable
noun as its head．As a singular countable
noun，dozen provides its MARKING value
incomplete for the dominating node．The
combination of dozen and oranges，then，
yields a nominal which is plural and in-
complete．Its incompleteness shows that it
is not wellformed in itself．In order to be
wellformed， it needs some determiner．
This has to be a determiner which is also
compatible with the plurality of the nomi-
nal．The definite article the is such a de-
terminer．The resulting NP is marked and
plural．
Now let us see how this approach
might capture the facts that WG cannot
account for．We will first consider these
dozen outcasts in（３４）．
（４１）
The noun outcasts is plural and bare．Since
it is the head daughter，its HEAD value
is shared by the dominating node．The
MARKING value is inherited from its non
head daughter dozen．As a singular count-
able noun，dozen is incomplete．The com-
bination of dozen and outcasts，then，yields
a nominal which is plural and incomplete．
In order to be wellformed，it needs a de-
terminer，and it should be compatible with
a plural nominal．The demonstrative pro-
noun these is such a determiner．The re-
sulting NP is marked and plural．
Let us next turn to these kind of dogs
in（３６），which is also problematic for WG．
（４２）
The noun dogs is plural and bare．Since
it is the head daughter，its HEAD value
is shared by the dominating node．The
MARKING value of the node is inherited
from its nonhead daughter of．Note that
of is one of‘minor prepositions’，which
do not head a prepositional phrase（Van
Eynde ２００４）．Rather，it is a kind of func-
tor，and selects and combines with a head
nominal．This preposition has the MARK-
ING value incomplete，which in turn is as-
sociated with the feature FORM．We as-
sume that the FORM value of this minor
preposition is of，which is represented as
[of ] in the above figure．The nominal re-
sulting from the combination of and dogs
is plural and incomplete． Its plurality is
shared by its mother node since it is a
kind of information indicated as the HEAD
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value．The MARKING value is inherited
from its nonhead daughter kind，which is
a functor selecting a nominal head．We as-
sume that kind selects an incomplete nomi-
nal whose FORM value is of so that it can
combine with the nominal of dogs．As a
singular countable noun， kind is incom-
plete． The combination of kind and of
dogs，then，yields a nominal which is plu-
ral and incomplete．In order to be well
formed， it needs a determiner， and it
should be compatible with a plural nomi-
nal．The demonstrative pronoun these is
such a determiner．The resulting NP is
marked and plural．
We have now provided a phrasebased
analysis of English determiners，which can
give a straightforward account of the facts
that WG cannot capture．
４ Conclusion
In this paper，we have compared WG’s
dependencybased model with HPSG’s
phrasebased model，with reference to the
determiners in English．At the outset of
this paper，we discussed that there are
significant differences between dependency
structure and phrase structure， and we
should choose between the two as a basis
for representing syntactic structure．We
noted two facts which might argue for de-
pendency structure．Firstly，dependency
structure is simpler and less redundant
than phrase structure．Secondly，depend-
ency structure can represent mutual de-
pendency， and phrase structure cannot．
It looks as if dependency should be a
more satisfactory syntactic representation
than phrase structure．
However，what emerges from the dis-
cussions in the rest of this paper is that
WG’s mutual dependency analysis contains
some problems in dealing with some phe-
nomena involving determiners．These are
ascribed to the fact that WG does not
have a way to dissociate the role of head
from that of selector．For HPSG，it is not
difficult to have such dissociation． Van
Eynde’s（２００４，２００５） functor treatment
of determiners is able to give a straightfor-
ward account of the relevant phenomena．
The failure of mutual dependency and the
success of the functor analysis seem to
suggest that phrase structure，rather than
dependency structure，should be adopted
as the basis for syntactic representation
（see also Maekawa ２００７； Tallerman
２００９）．
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［Abstract］
Dependency Structure vs．Phrase Structure：
Two Analyses of English Determiners
Takafumi MAEKAWA
Most syntactic theories have adopted phrase structure as the basis for sentence struc-
ture．In Word Grammar，however，all relationships are wordbased，and phrases do not
have any syntactic status．It has been widely believed that dependency structure and
phrase structure are merely notational variants（Gaifman １９６５； Robinson １９７０）．This pa-
per argues that there are real differences between the two，and then compares the Word
Grammar dependency model with one of phrasebased frameworks，HeadDriven Phrase
Structure Grammar．The mutual dependency analysis in Word Grammar contains some
problems in dealing with some phenomena involving determiners．Van Eynde’s（２００４，
２００５）HPSG analysis is able to give a straightforward account of the relevant phenomena．
This suggests that phrase structure，rather than dependency structure，should be adopted
as the basis for syntactic representation．
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